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STRUCTURE OF A RIGID SMOOTH SPACE CURVE
Cilia-Hoang Lee
Department of Computer Sciences
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907
ABSTRACI
A method of reconstructing the structure of a rigid space curve from multifrarnes is
presented. The problem is formulated as: Does there exist a unique reconstruction of a
general smooth space curve if the curve is moving in the space? What is the minimum
information needed to allow such a reconstruction? The motion here is taken to be gen-
eral. but with rotation about a fixed axis. The only feawred points are the two end points
of the curve. We first establish a necessary and sufficient condition for detennining the
motion with only two feature points observable. Next, we show that the ambiguities of
matching a given non-featured point on the curve in one frame are limited to the intersec-
tions of a straight line and the image curve on the other frame. The ambiguities of match·
ing non-feature points can then be resolved easily and the reconstruction of the space
curve follows readily. An example is provided to illustrate each step of the method.
Furthermore, we find Ihat conclusions obtained in [9] (generalized ordering constraint) in
the case of parallel projection are eitller special cases of or can be easily derived from
this method.
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1. Introduction
The 3D reconstruction of a scene from image data is one of the most important tasks
in computational vision. Infonnation about 3D shapes of objects can be used for analysis
and recognition of a three dimensional scene as well as for various applications in robot-
ics. The potential role of this infonnation in bridging the gap between low level process-
ing and high level model knowledge in the vision paradigm was suggested and well
described in [1] [2].
Modelled, in large part, on psychological interpretations of human perception, one
distinguishes such cues to 3D reconstruction as shading, texture. shape, motion parallax,
stereopsis. etc. Although a large body of research has been devoted to these various
aspects, many problems remain to be investigated. Furthermore, techniques developed
using different cues are only valid in their own restricted domains. For example, shading
techniques use a monocular image, stereo techniques use two frames, motion techniques
use multiple frames, and line drawing interpretation is usually done with a single image.
Clearly it is difficult to relate these domains and even harder to have the same assump-
tions about the imaging and scene environments. For example, shading techniques usu-
ally assume unifonnity of the object, which would best be avoided in using motion tech-
niques.
In this paper, we consider the problem of reconstructing a space curve which under-
goes an unknown constant motion from its projections in a sequence of images. One
difference between this study and most of the previous motion-based techniques is that
attention is not restricted to identifiable feature points. This study also differs from con-
ventional stereo techniques, which usually define a similarity measure in terms of inten-
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sity or use features such as comers (high curvature points); this infonnation is not avail-
able in the situation considered here.
In this study, we first briefly describe how to reconstruct the structure of two feature
points and the underlying motion parameters from four frames. For a detailed discussion,
the readers are referred to [3]. Next we introduce a new concept of two -frames image
JX>int matching under motion. The matching is done by not only considering the possible
matches in the second frame when a point in the first frame is given but also considering
the dual role of the two frames (in other words, the roles of the first two frames are inter-
changed). Our study shows that knowledge of the motion can facilitate the matching of
non-feature points, which would otherwise be impossible in the sense that there would be
infinitely many possibilities. In particular, we show that the possible matches in the
second frame for a given point on the image curve in the first frame are limited to inter-
sections of a straight line (related to the motion and the given point) and the image curve
in the second frame. Next, the dual roles of the two frames are used to resolve the possi-
ble ambiguity of interpretation of the space curve, which leads to unique reconstruction




In this paper, we consider the following problem. A rigid smooth curve no under-
going constant motion in three dimensional space is imaged at several equally spaced
time instants. The task is to recover the structure of00 from these frames which are pro-
jections of no. In general it is impossible to achieve this task if no identifiable feature
points are assumed. This can easily be seen if pieces of curve segments are lost in some
frames which would therefore provide no multiframe infonnation at all. Thus we assume
that there exist at least two feature points A 0 , B 0 of no which are traceable (i.e. the
points corresponding to A 0- B 0 are known in all frames; see Fig. 1). Without loss of gen-
eralityJ we will assume that A 0- B 0 are the end points of the curve.
To make the problem more specific: A coordinate system with unknown origin E is
assumed. The rigid object °0 undergoes a constant motion and is transformed by
.Q:i+l = Rnj + T from one frame to the next, where R denotes the rotation; T denotes the
translation; and nj denotes the position of.o:o in the i -th frame. In particular
A j +1 = RAj +T
Bi+1 =RBj +T
Ci +1 = RCj +T
where A 0, B 0 are the two feature points and Co is any point on the curve. The issues we
are concerned with here are: Can the shape of the space curve .0:0 be uniquely deter-
mined from il.s images if no actually undergoes an unknown constant motion? How can
.0:0 be reconstructed?
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It has been known for a long time that E can be assumed to be the camera origin 0
without affecting the rotational motion. To see this, let non-hatted coordinates refer to
the E -system and hatted coordinates to the camera system. Obviously, the relationship





=Ai+1-0 +(0 -RO -T)
= Ai+1 + (0 -RO - T)
Therefore, A i+l =R (Ai) + T 1
whereT1=T+RO -0
Clearly, the rotation remains the same with only the translation being adjusted. We will
assume throughout the paper that the rotational axis passes through the origin 0 of the
camera system. We will also assume that one of the feature points coincides with 0 . In
fact, this implies that we move all the curve images so that the A's coincide with o.
After doing this, the space curve can be considered as rotating about a fixed angle around
an axis through a feature point coincident with the origin of the coordinate system.
The difficulty now lies in deciding which point on the image curve in the second
frame corresponds to a given point on the image curve in the first frame. In addition, is
there a unique correspondence?
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2.2. Problem Discussion
The basic difficulty of interpreting curves extracted from images is that the problem
is highly underconstrained [4] [5] [6] [7] in a single image. Any given curve could be the
projection of an infinite number of space curves in the scene. Previous approaches
include the following: (I) Reslricting the domain to perfect polyhedral objects. (2)
Assuming the hypothesis of a general viewer position [4], which is attractive and remains
to be investigated. Note that this hypothesis is a decision criterion which can prune out
undesirable solutions, but it is not a generating process [6] in general. (3) Imposing some
optimization criterion such that a desirable unique interpretation can be inferred [5] [7].
Clearly, the problem is no longer highly underconstrained if multiple frames are used. In
this study, we will show how to use this information to facilitate the interpretation.
Although the techniques of stereopsis and of structure from motion are seemingly
related to our approach, there are some differences.
The essence of stereopsis lies in the matching of the points between the two frames.
The actual technique of computing depth uses ranging by triangulation after the matching
is found. The complexity and difficulty often arise because it is nontrivial to find the
point in one frame that corresponds to a given point in another frame. To find this
correspondence, conventional approaches define a similarity measure based on some
attributes and search for matches between windows from each frame or between feature
points in the two frames. The search can be restricted to a one dimensional space
because the potential matches must lie on the epipolar line. These techniques obviously
are not applicable in the context we are concerned with here because there is no similar-
ity measure and no features such as comers to be matched.
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In [8], a technique of multiframe image point matching was introduced into
stereopsis. The basic idea is to set up the viewing direction and focal point so that the
corresponding points in the additional frames can be determined uniquely and efficiently
whenever a potential match in the second frame is selected to be examined. Subse-
quently, the infonnation in the additional frames in conjunction with that in the second
frame is used in an area~based comparison to increase confidence in and sharpness of the
match. The basic motive of this approach is to have more confidence in the process of
similarity comparison. Like conventional stereo techniques, this technique is not appli-
cable here either.
Most motion studies can be classified into two categories. The first approach con-
centrates on the recovery of the structure of feature points and the underlying rigid
motion. None of these techniques address the recovery of non-feature points (for exam-
ple: points on a curve between two feature points). The second approach (usually
involving some smoothing constraint) relies on the velocity measurement or flow field
within a small region. Clearly, we are not concerned about which smoothing constraints
should be used ~o yield a unique solution in our context
6
3. Method
In this section, we first show that the structure of the feature points and the underly-
ing motion can be recovered uniquely if four frames are given. Next, we show that the
points in the second frame corresponding to a given non-feature point in the first frame
are limited to the intersections of a straight line and the image curve in the second frame.
Furthermore it is shown that only one of these possible matches is consistent with the
underlying motion. Following this, an example is provided to illustrate this approach.
Theorem 1: The structure of the feature points is uniquely detennined if four frames are
given. Furthermore, the underlying motion can be derived except in the degenerate case
where the optical axis is the rotational axis.
Proof: Since o.ne of the feature points is rotating about a fixed axis. the trajectory traced
out in space by this point is a circle. Clearly, the image of the trajectory is an ellipse
which can be uniquely detennined by five image points provided by five observed
frames. Following this, the orientation of the circle can be computed. In [3] we show
geometrically that four frames are necessary and sufficient to detennine this unique
ellipse in this context. Based on this, we show how to compUle the relative structure and
motion (see [3] for the details). Q.E.D
The geometrical proof of Theorem 1 and other interesting consequences are dis-
cussed in [3]. In this study, we only use Theorem 1 to obtain the underlying motion or
the relative position of the camera system if we imagine that the camera instead of the
curve is moving with a constant motion in space. In the following, we discuss the
7
correspondence problem.
Fact 1: The point in the second frame corresponding to a given point (a. b) in the first
frame must lie on the line whose equation is
y =a r21 +b r22+t '23
where t is a parameter and the r's are the components of the rotation matrix R as defined
in the proof. Furthennore, only finitely many points can satisfy this condition.
Proof:
Let (a, b) be the coordinates of a image point on the curve in the first frame and let t be




n In3 (1- cosS) - n2sinS n2n3(1- cosS) + n ISinS
n In3 (1- cosS) + n 2Sin9j
n2n3 (1- cosS) - n Isin9
nl+(I-nl)cosS
where (n 1. nz. n3) is the direction of the rotational axis and S is the rotational angle.
To simplify the notation, we use
Clearly, the coordinates of the image of the corresponding point are
(a r 11 + b , 12 + t r 13. a r21 + b '22 + r r23). This is equivalentto saying (hat the image
of the corresponding point must lie on !.he straight line passing through (a r 11 + b r 12'
a r 21 + b , zz) with direction (r 13' r 23). If we draw this line in the image plane, then the
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intersections of this line with the imaged curve are the potential matches. Q.E.D.
From Fact 1, a family of parallel lines in the second frame is generated if we vary
the given point along the first image curve. On the other hand, Fact 1 can be applied to
the second frame to generate a family of parallel lines in the first frame by interchanging
the roles ofthe first and secondframes. Clearly, the motion which transforms the second
scene into the first scene is the inverse of the motion considered so far. Therefore, the
parallel lines have (r31' r3~ as their direction in the image plane. The next fact and
lemma will establish the uniqueness of the recovered structure of the space curve.
Fact 2: If a unique correspondence in the second frame for a given image point in the
first frame exists then the depth component of the given image point is uniquely deter-
mined.
Proof: Let (a J b, t) be the given image point in the first frame with t unknown. Let
(c, d) be its corresponding point in the second frame.
Then the following relation holds:
[~] = [;]
Comparing the first two components, we have
a r1l +b rl2+t r13=c
a r21 +b r22+/ r23=d
Clearly, Lhere exists a unique solution for t if the rotation axis is not the optical axis,
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which implies that r [, + r i, "0. Q.E.D.
From Fact 2, we see that the uniqueness of the recovered structure is ensured as
long as there is a unique correspondence between the first and second frames without
looking at other frames. Indeed, Fact 2 also implies that a unique correspondence must
exist in the third and fourth frames if the unique correspondence between the first two
frames can be established.
Lemma 1: Let P be a point on the first image curve C 1such that the tangent of C 1 at P
has direction ('31. r3V. Let Q be a point on the second image curve C2 such that the
tangent of C 2 at Q has direction (r 13' '23). Then the number of such Q's and the
number of such P '8 must be the same and the correspondence between the P 's and Q 's
must be unique.
Proof: Let the space curve 0.0 be (x (s), y (s), z (s» in the first scene: then the curve in
the second scene, denoted by (x 1(s), y 1(8), z 1(8 », satisfies the following relation:
Let P =(x (s 0)' y (s 0»; then (x'(s 0)' y'(s 0)) =c (r 31' r '2) for some scalar c. Let R be the
image point corresponding to P in the second frame; then R = (x ,(so),y ,(so». Exarnin-
ing the tangent of C 2 at R , we get
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tangent = (, llX'(S 0) + r 12Y'(S 0) +, 13Z'(S 0), '21X'(S 0) + r22Y'(s 0) + r23z '(s 0»
=(C '11'31 +c r 12r 32 + r 13Z'(S 0), C r21r31 +C r22'32+'23Z'(SO»
= (r13 z '(sO)-C '13r 31' r23Z'(SO)-C '23'31)
= (Z'(SO) - C r31)(rI3' r23)
Thus, the tangent of the image curve C 2 at R has direction (r 13' r 23)' Furthennore. no
other image point except such a P can be mapped into a point on the second image curve
with tangent direction (r 13' r23)' This can be seen by interchanging the roles of first two
scenes and using the reverse rotation. Thus, only such P 's can be mapped into such Q 's.
IT the numbers of p's and Q 's are different, then there must be two p's (assume that the
number of P 's is greater than the number of Q 's) that are mapped into the same Q with
possibly different depths. Obviously, the curve segment between these two P's must be
a curve (otherwise it violates the adjacency of the two P 's) in the .first scene, and it is
transfonned by the rotation into a line segment (not visible, degenerated into a point) or a
curve with a knot in the second image, which is impossible because these two Q 's map-
ping into the same image point would have different tangent directions. Therefore. the
numbers ofP 's and Q 's are the same. In addition, the relative positions of the P 's in the
first image and the relative positions of the Q 's in the second image must be the same to
maintain rigidity, because the end points are assumed to be already identified. This
implies that a unique correspondence exists. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2: There is a unique point in the second frame corresponding to any point on the
first image curve.
Proof: Without loss of generality, we will consider lhe curve segment between two adja-
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cent P's and the corresponding curve segment in the second frame. Notice that each of
the "parallel lines" can intersect the curve segment at only one point It follows that
another P would be present on the curve segment if there were more than one intersec~
tion (see any calculus book), which violates the assumption of the adjacency of the P's.
Since the correspondence of each segment was implied in Lemma I, therefore Lemma 2
is proved. Q.E.D
Example:
Figure 1 shows two image frames of a space curve no = (x, x coSX', x) moving con-
stantly in three dimensional space. Parameter x is taken to be between °and 2lt and
discretized unifonnly into 100 points. The continuity of the appearance of curves is due
to a property of the available plot package, which connects the adjacent points automati-
cally. The tilt and slant of the rolation axis are both laken to be 30 degrees and the rota-
tional angle about this axis is taken as 30 degrees. The two end points of the curves,
denoted by A j , B i, are assumed to be identified in these two frames. Figure 2 shows the
effect of shifting the second image curve so that A 1 and A0 coincide with the origin of
the camera coordinate system. Figure 3 shows the result of shifting four image frames to
register the image points of the A's. Figure 4 shows that these four end image points
must lie on a unique ellipse and Figure 5 shows the center of ellipse must lie on the inter-
section of two dashed lines. One dashed line passes through the midpoint of segment
BIB 2 and the midpoint of segment B oIl 3. The other dashed line passes through B I and
the midpoint of segment BoB 2' Figure 5 shows a brief geometric outline of Theorem I
where r is the origin of the ellipse. Both Figure 6 and Figure 7 show five corresponding
points x =0, 3° lt, 5° lt ,7° lt, 9° lt labeled by xO,x3,xS,x7,x9 on the two frames.50 50 50 50
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Figure 9 depicts the characteristic curves (a family of parallel lines with direction
(r13. Tn» on the second frame and shows that five image points (with unknown depth)
on Figure 6 must be mapped into one of the lines passing through those points marked on
the figure. Figure 8 shows a family of parallel lines with direction (r31. r32) correspond-
ing to the five xi'S on the image curve of Figure 7. These lines are also labeled by Xi'S
for easy recognition.
Figure 10 and Figure 11 depict two images of the same space curve 0.0 with the
same rotational axis but with a rotational angle of -45 degrees. In these two figures. an
image point may have several ambiguities as to its counterpart in another frame, which
illustrates Fact 1. As an illustration, an end point x 0 on the image curve of Figure 10
could possibly be mapped into one of the three points that lie on the line labeled x 0 and
on the image curve in Figure 11. Two P's and two Q 's which must be mapped into each
other are depicted in the figures; this also illustrates Lemma 1. The unique correspon-
dence will follow if we consider the curve segments separated by the P 's and Q 's.
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4. Discussion and Concluding Remarks
In [9], Poggio and Yuille discussed an ordering constraint for stereo correspondence
in the context of parallel projection and perspective projection. The ordering constraint
means that the relative positions Oeft or right) of points must be maintained in the two
frames. Of course, this constraint is not correct in general. They set out to find is when
this constraint is correct. They studied the concept of a forbidden zone together with
several properties of a generalized ordering constraint. It is interesting to point out that
their results for parallel projection are either special cases of or can be easily derived
from this study, as discussed in the following. Slereo geometry [6] is assumed to be
similar to the human binocular vision system, which means the the horizontal meridian
planes of the two eyes coincide. With this assumption, only one parameter is needed to
relate the two coordinate systems. Four conclusions are obtained in their study using
parallel projection.
(1) The extrema of the two image curves must correspond to each other. In their work,
dZ dZ'
these were expressed as the zeros of dX and dJ(' where X, Z are the horizontal and
vertical axes of image plane, i.e., obsen-able.
(2) A curve will never enter the "forbidden zone" if ~>-cot9 where Y is the depth
component and is not obsen-able.
(3) If we partition the curve into segments at the extrema, then the correspondence
between corresponding parts in two frames is monotonic.
(4) dZ and dZ' have the same sign if the curve is outside the forbidden zone.
dX dX'
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We see that some of these conclusions are special cases of ours and some can be
derived from them easily. Specifically, as regards these four points:
(I) Using this particular stereo geometry, the two families of parallel lines in the two
frames are both horizontal, which would make the P's and Q's extrema. Clearly, this is
a special case of Lemma 1.
(2) Examining the transfonnational fonnula between the two frames in Lemma 1 using
this stereo geometry, we have (x (8 l, y (8)) aod (x (8 )cose + Z(8 )sin(e), y (8)) as the two
image curves. Obviously, the first components of the tangents on the two frames, which
are x'(s) and x'(s )cos8 + z'(s )sin8, must have the same sign to satisfy the ordering con-
,
straint (left or right). This immediately implies ~> -cote where z is the depth com-
x
ponent. (Note that we use z as the depth component, while [6] uses Y as the depth com-
ponent).
(3) This conclusion is suggested in Lemma 2.
(4) This is clear since Z ~Z'= Y(8) ~ YI(8) aod the relative position ofX or X(8) must
be the same to maintain the ordering constraint; therefore both divisor and dividend have
the same sign in the two frames, which yields the conclusion.
It would be interesting to study whether the work here can be extended to perspective
projection.
The analysis is more directly applicable if the image curves are silhouettes, or pro-
jections of edge data for a solid object. However, we note that the problems are not unre-
lated and we have chosen to treat first the reconstruction of space curves as more
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amenable lo a context-free treatment
In summary. there are two main parts to our results. First, we derive the underlying
motion from four frames under a fixed-axis assumption on the rotational component (see
[3] for the details and see [II] for an exposition of this assumption). This information is
necessary and sufficient to obtain the motion with only two feature points observable.
Second, we set out to study the correspondence problem between the two image curves.
Without knowing the motion or relative positions of the coordinate systems (imagine the
camera is moving instead of the space curve). there will be infinitely many possible
interpretations. With knowledge of the motion. there still exist finitely many ambiguities
in the second image curve for a given point in the first image, at first sight. However,
examining the possible poinlS in the first frame corresponding to these ambiguous candi-
dates in the second frame. we can arrive at the conclusion that there are exactly same
number of ambiguities in the first frame for every ambiguous candidate. In fact, these
two groups of points should map into each other and the invariant points (P's and Q's,
which can be derived from the motion and image curves) not only serve to partition the
curves into different corresponding segments, but also resolve the ambiguities in the
correspondences of non-feature points. An example is provided to illustrate every step of
the approach.
It is noted that the first part of the results is only used to derive the relative positions
of the camera or the motion of scene, which is therefore independent of the result related
to correspondence. Thus the technique can be used in contour-based stereo algorithms.
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